**Environmental Foresight.** Helping your customers make wise, educated decisions about their water likely involve new “green” technology or techniques.

Did you know certain “green” technology or techniques may not be covered by ordinary insurance?

Green technology has probably changed how you run your business, and how we use groundwater. As it changes, AssuredPartners will provide insurance solutions to protect your company and your future—today.

**Work Comp Strategy.** More premium is either saved or lost on Work Comp than anywhere else. Smart Work Comp should add “green” to your bottom line.

**Why is this the case?**

There are many reasons, gaps, and traps. Most come down to experience and understanding how the policy relates to your industry.

AssuredPartners has the experience to design a policy for groundwater-related contractors and companies.

**Is Work Comp an unsustainable financial obstacle to your company’s success?**

AssuredPartners’ exclusive NGWA Work Comp is designed to reduce premium, and put you back in control of your work comp destiny.

**If I have a high or low EMR/eMOD, can I participate?**

Absolutely. Protecting a low EMR or reducing a high experience rate is necessary for a healthy, smart, dependable, and “green” Work Comp program.

AssuredPartners is licensed in all 50 states and has developed the NGWA work comp tools and technology you need!
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